ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
• "(("genomics" OR "genome") AND "Software")"
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• "("genomics" AND "sequencing" AND "Software")"
109
• "(("genomics" AND ("sequence dna" OR "sequence rna")) AND "Software")"
110

VigHub tool
111
We use the VigHub 2 tool that we have previously developed. VigHub is a prototype tool based on a MSR Named-entity recognition (NER) of the SpaCy library is used, where the language and the name 145 of the repositories is taken from each repository found in the query. Based on this information, a 146 binary vector of co-appearance of programming languages is constructed in the projects. This is in 147 the entry for the agglomerative clustering algorithm Murtagh and Legendre (2014), which creates a 148 hierarchical tree in which the first to appear will be the one with the most similar repositories. is the most used language. 3) the data of each repository is compared with a corpus that contains 154 the types of software in a predefined way, once this is done, the category with the highest hierarchy is obtained in each year. 4) with all the data from the repositories matching words are searched , such words are evaluated according to the number of times they appear, this way, the obtaining of 157 the type of technology used in each year is carried out.
158
in order to know to which category they belong to two tasks were applied: 1) Technique used to 159 extract information from websites, with the practical guide of ancheta (2014) for web scraping in 160 PHP programming language. In which the information of each URL is converted into data strings.
161
2) A word counter was created, it receives as parameters a range of inputs (data chains) and a range 162 of classes (proposed categories), the coincidence of each repository is identified with the categories,
163
the highest match will be its category. GitHub assigns to a repository depending on the number of visits it has). The data is taken and they 
178
RESULTS
179
Programming languages map
180
To know the programming languages which are being used to develop genomics helps to determine trends 181 in the market, and current and future technological needs. Taking into account the 457 projects, in Figure 4 182 shows the least and most relevant projects according to the number of stars, copies and visits that have 183 been received by the platform by users. In this case, the projects that have greatest relevance are Scala and 184 Python+CSS programming languages. Moreover, it has been found that the technological development of 185 genomics on GitHub over the last 9 years, has been carried out using 24 programming languages. Python 186 has been the most common, with 62 projects, followed by C++, Java, C, R and JavaScript with 53, 48, tools not only to visualize data but to work with genome variation graphs via the web.
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• 2015: The previous year's languages are maintained, and new ones such as PLpgSQL and Matlab
• Most projects are focused on visualizing genomic data. These are developed in the JavaScript and
264
Python language supported with HTML and CSS.
265
• The projects that are of high level processes tend to use python, but when they are of low level 266 processes languages like C, Scala and Ruby are used.
267
• The databases are no longer traditional (relational model), languages such as R are used to perform 
Successful projects map
270
It is important to know which projects are the most significant on GitHub, in order to find out what trends 271 there are in the development of the subject. The Figure 6 shows the developments that have been found.
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The most important aspects are as follows: sequence readings up to 100 bp.
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• arq5x/bedtools2 -C++ Quinlan and Hall (2010): Developed in C++, is a collection of utilities like 297 a swiss-army knife of tools for a wide-range of genomics analysis tasks. The most widely-used 298 tools enable genome arithmetic: that is, set theory on the genome.
299
• GreeneLAB/deep-review -CSS Ching et al. (2018): A collaboratively written review paper on 300 deep learning, genomics, and precision medicine.
301
• TarrySingh/Deep-Neural-Networks-HealthCare -Jupyter notebook Singh (2017) Python is the most used programming language in bioinformatics 317 As shown in Figure 4 , the programming languages used to develop software for use in genomics were 318 identified over the last 9 years on the GitHub platform. A similar result is also found in other types of 319 studies (See Table 2 ). The difference between the two types of studies is that the former are the most 320 widely used programming languages in genomics, while the latter are for a broader spectrum of data 321 science.
322
This study 2017 top Programming languages -IEEE Phyton Phyton C C C++ Java JavaScript C++ Java C# R R HTML JavaScript TeX PHP Shell Go Perl Swift Table 2 . Comparison between the present study versus the 2017 top programming languages in data science.
In both cases, Python is the language that has been the most used in the contribution to the development 323 of software, due to the enormous reception that this language has had in recent years, which highlights 324 its ease of use and legibility of its coding. Python is a multi-paradigm and multi-platform interpreted 325 language that relies heavily on the object-oriented paradigm, but supports imperative and functional 326 programming, these properties make it a widely used candidate for bioinformatics scripting tasks and 
336
For beginners in bioinformatics, Python, R and bash are the most useful languages to learn at this 337 time in bioinformatics, because script development is a routine task in bioinformatics. Deciding which
